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ESTATE 2011 & CHARTER   
Last Minute & De Luxe proposals
For an ideal cruise 

/BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT

/CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46

/BENETTI SAIL DIVISION 110 D

/ PERSHING 90

/ NORDHAVN 76

/ MANGUSTA 72
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT

A classy super yacht, 
where design and atmosphere 

perfectly blend Italian and Oriental style.
Offered for Charter and Sale
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
Technical data 

/ Baglietto Shipyards – La Spezia 
/ Project Francesco Paszkowski
/ Overall length 52,45 m
/ Beam 10,20 m
/ Displacement with full load 580 t
/ Keel draught with full load 2,95 m
/ Engines Caterpillar 3516B 2 x 2.637 hp
/ Max speed 17 knots
/ Cruising speed 15,5 knots
/ Economic cruising speed 12 knots
/ Range 12 knots 4.500 miles
/ Petrol reserve lt 95.000
/ Fresh water reserve lt 25.000
/ Tender 23‘
/ Class Certificate Lloyd Register Croce di Malta 
100 A-1 SSC Yacht Mono G6 LMC, UMS MCA 
Compliant; Charter Class Rina. 
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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A modern vessel in steel and alloy, a range of 4.500 miles, she can sail in all weathers without 
having to reduce cruising speed. 

Of the most evocative Made in Italy names worldwide, Baglietto is certainly one of the oldest 
and best loved. Hard to imitate, thanks to the magical coupling of master craftsmen and the 
artistic experience that characterises Francesco Paszkowski's design, the architect that signs 
the Blue Scorpion with a thoroughgoing vision of lines, furnishings and details that embellish 
the interiors.

Perfectly in line with a trend that is catching on from year to year all over the world, the yacht 
in question has a displacement hull in steel with light alloy superstructures: a long-lasting and 
elegant vessel, timeless, with a regular pace and great range. The hull’s spindle-shape and 
stylish lines blend harmoniously with the fusion interiors, with modern lines and Oriental 
atmospheres.

With the thrust of two reliable 2.637 HP Caterpillar 3516Bs Blue Scorpion can easily reach a 
highly respectable 17 knots, but at the cost of a loss of range, the latter being another of her 
main strong points: there aren't many yachts that can cover no less than 4.500 miles non-
stop, at economical cruising speed of 12 knots. 

BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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The interior layout is linear, with a clear functional separation of the four decks that make up 
the vertical development of the design.

The main deck has a vast outdoor area aft, furnished with sofas, armchairs and a coffee table, 
a sort of antechamber which leads to the great saloon. 

This spacious area, with its warm and rigorous oriental essentiality, is separated from the dining 
area (a rectangular table seating 12) by a screen which bears, among other things, a very 
special antique, a splendid rosette of clearly mystical inspiration. The woods selected are 
moderately severe: wengè for the floors - partially covered by coconut matting - and dark oak
for the furniture.

Forward, in a privileged position for privacy and silence, the owner's suite consists of a bed 
area and an elegant study. The private bathroom is equipped with double washbasin, oval 
Jacuzzi and a large shower unit. 

The guests' night area is on the lower deck where the style is minimalist, playing on contrasts 
between light and dark elements: there are two spacious VIP cabins with king size bed and 
private bathroom, and two cabins with twin beds, private bathroom and shower unit. Forward, 
in a fully separated area with independent access from the upper deck, there are six crew 
cabins with bathrooms and dinette.

BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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The service area aft, also separated from the guest zone, consists of a laundry with four 
professional-type machines, eight refrigerated cells, the technical cabin for plant 
management and, notably, the large engine room. 

Even more technological - if possible - is the bridge which occupies part of the upper deck
and is directly connected with the captain's quarters. 

On the same deck there's a well equipped gym and a lounge furnished with small, 
comfortable armchairs from the Antalya McGuire collection and a period Chinese opium bed 
used as a sofa.

Close to the external veranda this space is ideal for enjoying more direct contact with the sea 
while under way. 

For those who want more direct contact with the sun, there could be nothing better than the 
splendid flying bridge. Here, set around a Jacuzzi, we find a pleasant oasis with a large 
semicircular sofa, six comfy sun-beds and an oval table. 

A series of mechanically moveable shades can be activated when the sun gets too 
aggressive.

BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT
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The very high class results on a pure livability level, which can only be certificated 
by the good taste of the beholder, are matched by the fineness of the technical 
design and constructional quality which have gained the Blue Scorpion 53M an 
enviable collection of international certifications. 

Italian Flag - Charter Class del Rina.

BAGLIETTO 53 SUPERYACHT

CHARTER
5 CABINS FOR 10 GUESTS
13 PEOPLE FOR CREW
BOARDING PORTS    Italy – France
DESTINATIONS          All Mediterranean Sea

VERY INTERESTING WEEKLY RATE AND DEAL FOR PURCHASE
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION 110 D Oldtimer

A very nice 34 m displacement boat, 
with aluminium superstructures, 

constructed in 2008 by the famous shipyard of Viareggio.
Offer for charter and sale
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer

/ Shipyard Benetti Sail Division Viareggio
/ Length  33 m
/ Beam 7,6 m
/ Year of construction  2008
/ Project hull and plants Team Benetti

Sail Division
/ Interiors’ project   Pascale Broos &

Riccardo Paoli 
/ Engines 2 Caterpillar - 875 HP each
/ Max speed 12 knots

/ CHARTER
/ 4 Cabins for 8 guests
/ 3 people for crew
/ BOARDING PORTS    Italy – France
/ DESTINATIONS           Mediterranean Sea

VERY INTERESTING WEEKLY RATE AND DEAL 
DEAL FOR PURCHASE
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION 110 D Oldtimer
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer
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Benetti Sail Division 110D Oldtimer is a very nice 34 m displacement boat with 
aluminium superstructures, constructed in 2008 by the famous shipyard of Viareggio. 

The exterior classic lines, with three decks which give generous spaces and 
brightness on board, have been designed by Benetti Sail Division such as the 
engineering parts of the yacht.

The interiors, with the typical lines of traditional displacement boats, have been 
designed by Pascale Broos & Riccardo Paoli, with bright essences, varnishing and 
wall coverings, great attention to details and furniture.

The exterior spaces are liveable and perfectly equipped, with a nice Jacuzzi to enjoy 
a relaxing cruise.

BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer
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Benetti Sail Division 110 D Oldtimer
can reach 
a max speed of 13,5 knots,
and the cruise speed is 12,5 knots
with fuel tanks 
which can hold 55,000 litres
to guarantee 
a maximum range
also during long cruises.

BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION 110 D Oldtimer
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Displacement boat 
110 D Oldtimer
can accommodate 
up to 9 guests 
with its Master cabin, 
1 VIP cabin,
2 double cabins, 1 single cabin. 

There can be up to 4 people 
for crew to ensure 
a relaxing and luxury experience
on the yacht.

BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer
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BENETTI SAIL DIVISION
110 D Oldtimer
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46 

Classic 46 m super yacht
steel hull and superstructures, 

built in 1968 from Japanese Shipyard ISHIKAWAJIMA.
Offer for Charter and Sale
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46
Technical data 

/ Shipyard Ishikawajima-Japan 
/ Length 46 m
/ Beam 7,6 m
/ Year of construction 1968
/ Cruising speed 11 knots
/ 5 Cabins for a total of 10 guests
/ 9 people for crew

/ CHARTER 
/ VERY INTERESTING WEEKLY RATE

/ BOARDING PORTS  Italy – France
/ DESTINATIONS  All the Mediterrean Sea

/ EXCELLENT PURCHASE DEAL
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46

Classic super yacht 46 metres long, with hull and superstructures in steel, constructed 
in in 1968 by Japanese Shipyard ISHIKAWAJIMA.

The classic design of the exterior lines, with three decks that give generous spaces
and brightness on board, has been planned by Benetti Sail Division team, such as the 
engineering parts of the yacht.

This elegant displacement boat always belonged to the same owner. Respecting the 
original design and elegance, during the years many technical and aesthetic work 
have been done. Interiors have been signed by prestigious Bannenberg.

This Super Yacht can accommodate up to 10 guests, with an expert international 
crew at their  disposal composed of 9 people. The galley is directed by an excellent 
Chef quoted by Michelin Guide.

Many toys on board such as 2 big tenders, 1 boston whaler, full equipment for 
immersions, 2 water scooters, 2 canoes.
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46 
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CLASSIC SUPER YACHT 46

The Classic Super Yacht 46  
can accommodate un to  
10 guests with a big  master 
cabin , 2 VIP guest cabins, 
2 double cabins with twin beds. 

There is the possibility to have up 
to 9 people for crew.

This fascinating steel 
displacement boat of 46 m can 
reach a cruise speed of 11 knots
with an hourly consumption of 
200 litres.
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PERSHING 90

An excellent and exciting open yacht, 
with a sporty nature,

her design is a typical representation of the brand's family feeling. 
Offered for charter and for sale
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PERSHING 90
Technical data

/ Shipyards Pershing Ferretti Group

/ Length  28 m

/ Beam 6,2 m

/ Year of construction 2007

/ Engines 2 MTU 2435 HP

/ Cruising speed 38 knots

/ Max speed 44 knots

/ Fuel tanks capacity 9,000 litres

/ Water tanks capacity 1,200 litres
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PERSHING 90
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Pure Pershing style is the best synthetic recapitulation for presenting the Pershing 90', the most 
successful super yachts launched by the Mandolfo-based yard. The sporty nature of this big 
open yacht is capable of raising strong emotions. Her design is a typical representation of the 
brand's family feeling: a set of trendy balanced curves and straight lines, awarded by critics 
but most of all by Pershing Owners, as shown by the worldwide success of the whole range.

Also this model is a result of the fortunate partnership between Fulvio De Simoni – historic 
designer of the range, and Ferretti Engineering, technical and planning factory of the 
homonymous Group. What typifies the Pershing 90' is her unquestionable sporty nature. Her 
speed is expressed by a specially designed hull, by the almost 4,900 horsepower and by the 
surface propellers which discharge most of this power enabling the yacht to sail at a 
maximum speed of 44 knots.

PERSHING 90
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PERSHING 90
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The flying bridge of the 90' follows in the footsteps of the 115': it is small, without outside helm 
station but with a settee fitted astern and a large sunpad - thus totalling three sunbathing 
areas with one forward and one in the cockpit. The comfortable and reserved bow dinette 
provides shade for all guests thanks to a rollaway awning. .

From the flying bridge we descend to the saloon through a steel and Plexiglass ladder. This 
ladder is so beautiful as to appear like a low-impact decorating element, perfectly integrated 
in the yacht's refined and never extreme minimalist interior styling.  Astern there is the ample 
living room with leather sofas looking towards the opposite side where there is a cabinet 
containing a stowaway plasma TV screen. To port, there is the interior dining area. Both spaces 
are on the same level and include oval-shaped crystal glass and steel tables, in line with the 
ladder and elegant sofas. At the bow, in a central position, there is the helm station. In 
addition to the nice and fully-fitted dashboard, the helm station includes lateral settees turning 
this a convivial space where one can share the pleasure of the passage. 

PERSHING 90
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PERSHING 90
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PERSHING 90
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On the lower deck, reached through a ladder fitted near the helm seats, the master stateroom
is aft, with the double bed laid diagonally just like the etched glass pane separating the suite 
from the bathroom that includes two crystal glass sinks, an ample shower stall and separated 
toilet and bidet. Going forward there are first two mirror twin guest cabins with en suite 
bathroom and then the VIP stateroom again with the double bed laid diagonally and en suite 
bathroom. . 

Descending the saloon aft ladder one reaches the galley and the crew quarters. This aft area 
of the lower deck appears to have been created with painstaking care as regards style and 
fittings: the wooden and steel galley is very bright and fully fitted, the crew cabin has twin beds 
laid one across and one longitudinally plus there is the crew bathroom. 

The cockpit is well connected to the saloon - separated only by a tempered glass door - and 
features a settee, a large table, a chaise-longue and cabinets including ice-maker and 
barbecue. 

Excellent, at last, the position of the garage - fitted under the engine room and large enough 
for a dinghy and a PWC - has a noteworthy opening port. It can be opened without troubling 
those laying on the sunpad and launching and hauling are facilitated by the aft platform 
which can be lowered to water level.
A perfect Open to guarantee unforgettable cruises.

PERSHING 90
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PERSHING 90
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PERSHING 90

/ 4 Cabins for 10 guests

/ 3 people for crew

/ EXCELLENT WEEKLY CHARTER RATE

/ BOARDING PORTS  Tyrrhenian Sea

/ DESTINATIONS Italy

/ GOOD DEAL FOR PURCHASE OFFER
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NORDHAVN 76
A true explorer,

ready to sail in all seas,     
safe and comfortable

Offered for charter and sale
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NORDHAVN 76
Technical data

/ MODELL NORDHAVN 76 

/ SHIPYARD NORDHAVN

/ LENGTH 24 METRES

/ YEAR OF COSTRUCTION 2008

/ ENGINES G.M. 535 HP

/ CRUISE SPEED 12 KNOTS

/ 3 DOUBLE CABINS
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NORDHAVN 76
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NORDHAVN 76
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NORDHAVN 76

NORDHAVN  76’ is without doubt one of the most talked about Yachts we have built in recent 
years. She has featured in the last Circumnavigator Magazine as a truly wonderful example of 
bespoke craftsmanship. 

Her Owner has done long cruises, always with the same crew that, working full time on the 
yacht, has always guaranteed the best maintenance and efficiency.

One of her excellent features is that she can accommodate crew without infringing on the 
guest areas, but at the same time her systems and design lend her to shorthanded cruising. 

The overall interior style blends the look of tradition with a modern contemporary feel.

Her main deck and lower deck use Satin Mahogany, Italian marble and intricate paneling to 
achieve this feel. On the upper pilot house level, satin teak and a simple styling give this 
‘workplace’ a professional feel.
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NORDHAVN 76
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NORDHAVN 76
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The galley is a unique space, separated from the main saloon area, making it into a fully 
professional galley, well equipped and very appealing for both professional chef and owner. 

Accommodation consists of Master cabin and two double guest cabins, accommodation for 
crew consists of two separate cabins.

NORDHAVN  76 was built to full CE standards and is a 240V 50HZ vessel. She is MCA coded for 
charter.

NORDHAVN  76 is the ideal yacht to guarantee an unforgettable navigation experience
during all sea conditions.

NORDHAVN 76
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NORDHAVN 76

/ 3 CABINS FOR 6 GUESTS

/ 2 PEOPLE FOR CREW

/ CHARTER LAST MINUTE CHARTER RATE
/ BOARDONG PORT    Tyrrhenian Sea
/ DESTINATIONS            Italy

/ NEGOTIABLE PURCHASE PRICE – VERY INTERESTING
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN

A punchy and sophisticated Maxi Open, 
which puts together speed, class e and comfort  

with style and design in every detail
Offered for charter and sale
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/ MODEL MANGUSTA 72

/ SHIPYARD OVERMARINE

/ LENGTH 22 M

/ YEAR OF CONTRUCTION 2008

/ ENGINES 2 MTU 1800 HP

/ CRUISING SPEED 25 KNOTS

/ 3 CABINS WITH BATHROOM

MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
Technical data
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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A dynamic and appealing cruise, on board of a powerful  and very comfortable yacht, 
with  young concept and design.

Wonderful yacht with the typical modern lines of Maxi Open Yachts, which can host 6/7 
people in 3 cabins well designed, spacious and with very nice details. All equipped with 
air conditioning, hi-fi system, tv and dvd player.

The lower sitting room, very comfortable and elegant, with 2 large sofas and two tables for 
dinner, is enjoyable for its large size, its furniture and for the powerful air conditioning 
system. 

The independent galley is well equipped and the crew has cabins with toilet. 

The cockpit / hard top area is perfectly equipped for relax and conviviality.

The yacht has also modern electronic accessories.

MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN
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MANGUSTA 72 MAXI OPEN

/ 3 CABINS FOR 6/7 GUESTS

/ 2 PEOPLE FOR CREW

/ EXCELLENT WEEKLY RATE FOR CHARTER
/ BOARDING PORT      Tyrrhenian Sea
/ DESTINATIONI            Italy 

/ GOOD DEAL FOR PURCHASE
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Viale San Bartolomeo, 839 - 19126 LA SPEZIA    
t. +39 0187 284102  f. +39 0187 517765 

Show Room Via Byron, 13
FIASCHERINO DI LERICI 19032 TELLARO (SP) info@ecyb.it www.ecyb.it


